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SEPAD EXHIBITS AND AWARDS

Of course

	

reactions were mixed, from jubilation to icy fury, at the delibera -
tions of the SEPAD '79 jury ; but here are the exhibitors' names (if they won
something), exhibit shown, frames shown (in parentheses) and awards received:

HARLAN STONE : Development of Postal Services and Markings in Switzerland to
the End of the Helvetic Republic (10) : Sepad Grand Award, AHPS Challenge Award
(the historic map of early Switzerland), APS medal, Postal History grand award
(which means that for two years in a row a Swiss exhibit will be in the APS'
Champion of Champions competition) . C O N G R A T U L A T I O N S

	

! ! ! !

FELIX GANZ : Switzerland Airmail, 1919 - 1939 (7) : Sepad vermeil, AHPS gold,
Airmail Society award.

EDWARD HOCHULI : William Tell and the Tell Boy (4) : Sepad silver, AHPS silver.

ROBERT ZEIGLER : The Standing Helvetia Issue,'1882 - 1907 (3) : Sepad bronze,

AHPS bronze.

JAN DONKER : Wilhelm Tell (3) : Sepad bronze.

FELIX GANZ: Printed-to-private-order Postal Stationery of Switzerland (4) : Se-

pad bronze, first UPSS certificate.

RUDY SCHAELCHLI : The Swiss Soldier Stamps and Military Mail , 1900 - 1918 (3) :
Sepad bronze.

All in all there were thirteen exhibits of Swiss materials . While it is moot
to argue with a jury over the merits or demerits of any exhibit, it should be
noted at least that the heavily postal history-laden jury suggested that APS
national rated shows in this country should no longer accept exhibits of "

labels" such as soldier "stamps." A respective inquiry will be made to the chair-
man of APS judges in Chicago in due time .



FRIENDLY REMINDER -- PLUS SURPRISE !!!

This is your second to last TELL you will receive . . .unless you already paid
your 1980 dues (cf . October TELL) or if you do so before December 20 . (You can
of course pay later, but then your January TELL will certainly be delayed .)
A .H .P .S . membership rates (including eleven TELLs per year), are given at the
top of this page . Please use the blue insert in the October TELL to remit your
dues (and correct possible errors or changes in your address).

The surprise??

	

All members remitting their 1980 dues will receive, together
with their membership card, a little folder with an assortment of Swiss PTT
trial prints . We are extremely grateful to the Swiss PTT that they are making
this real special item available to A .H .P .S . members in good standing . It will
be mailed to you together with your 1980 membership card, in due time.

SALE OF BACK ISSUES OF AHPS "TELLs" AND SASS "HELVETIA HERALDS"

A "cache" of back numbers has surfaced in a former AHPS officer ' s rumpus room,
and for the benefit of those AHPS members who keep their bulletins but may have
lost one, or for newer members who might want to get issues from the time before
they joined, here is a chance to stock up .

	

Each order MUST be accompanied by a
check made out to AHPS and sent to your editor pro-tem : Felix Ganz, Apt. 3303;
1130 S .Michigan Ave ., Chicago IL 60605, with a list of the items wanted . -- The
price for any single copy ordered is $0 .60 ; any two items are $1 ., with $0 .50
for any additional items . 1977 can be had complete for $5 . Postage is included.
AVAILABLE ARE (some of the numbers only in two or three samples) : DEC . 1973;
MAY 74 ; JUNE 74 ; SEP .74 ; OCT .74 ; NOV .74 ; DEC .74 (all these are HERALDS) ; JY/AU.
75 ; NOV .75 ; FEB .76 ; MAR .76 ; APR .76 ; MAY 76 ; JUNE 76 ; JY/AU .76 ; NOV .76 ; DEC .76;
JAN .77 ; FEB .77 ; MAR .77 ; APR,77 ; MAY 77 ; JUN .77 ;JU/AU .77 ; SEP .77 ; OCT .77 ; NOV .77
DEC .77 ; JAN .78 ; FEB .78 ; MAR .78 ; JU/JY 78 ; AUG .78 ; SEP .78 ; OCT .78 ; and NOV .78 .
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NEWS, TIDBITS, VARIA AND TRIVIA FROM THE BINS OF THE EDITOR PRO-TEM

The 1980 catalogues are here .

	

A review of at least two of them will be squeezed
into this issue somewhere.

SEPAD '79 is all memories now, and the appropriate post-mortems are to be found
in this issue as well.

Linn's	 Stamp News of December 3, 1979, will be another Swiss collectors ' issue.
Ye all who are not regular subscribers to that publication , may want to buy it
at a news stand, book store, or stamp dealer stocking it . You can of course al-
so swipe it from your public library, bum it from a friend, or order it from
Linn's in SIDNEY OH, POB 29 .

	

It will be interesting reading for Swiss addicts.

The card pictured as a non-issue of postal stationery of Switzerland (also de -

picted in Postal	 Stationery, and there with a typo in the text saying Spring-
FIELD instead of SpringVILLE) brought an amazing number of replies -- most of
them from Ohio collectors questioning your editor's eyesight, or ability to
read a map!

	

The positive parts of the correspondence were as follows, however:
I) There exist TWO Springvilles in Ohio -- both very small towns, and at least
no longer with a post office ; and 2) The Swiss "phony", or cinderella, was part
of a whole set of cards produced by the famous Dutch printers, Enschedé, in
Haarlem, Netherlands, as a propaganda gimmick for the Dutch national airline,
KLM . There are at least twelve cards from different countries in the set which
came in a folder that advised travelers to make international travel arrange -

ments through their travel agents ; and all cards carry similar messages, simil -

ar signatures, and at least one fake stamp "tied" by a fake cancellation . Why

the whole thing was produced is not yet known ; but it might have been a sales
gimmick at an international convention of travel agents, or of airlines, etc.

The answer to the question in Ernest Kehr's article on visiting three Swiss
stamp designers, and concerning the location of artist Erni's signature on the
four stamps is as follows : all four are signed (not only three, Ernie!!) ; and
the signature is to be found on the left shoulder (= right side of stamp) of
Hermann Hesse ; just above the left shoulders of Rainer Maria Rilke and Thomas
Mann ; and at left and (year date) right of the key on the Paul Klee stamp.

December most likely will bring a PTT announcement of Swiss issues for 1980.
Two series of publicity stamps will occur ; also Europas, Pro Patrias, and Pro
Juventutes -- the last named continuing the town coat of arms series . Yours

truly predicts a 70 cts . foreign rate postal card -- or if not that, a special
card in the series begun with the Basel Zoo and the GABRA cards . There is also
a good chance that the second lowest value in the Evangelists high value set
will be succeeded by a small desi g n stamp in the "Arts and Crafts" series ; and
finally there is a good hunch that additional values in that middle values set
will have to be changed over from one paper type to another, as were the 1 Fr.
and 2 Fr . values last year . First day covers of these paper changelings, by the
way, are taking off into the stratosphere ; and if you did not get them right
away, you may have to spend over $50 for FDCs with those values now.

In connection with the PTT's hinting that the entire Evangelists ' set may be
replaced by new stamps of high value (WHAT? Fr . 5 . ; 7 .50 ; 10 . ; 15 . ; 20 ; 25 .;
and 50 . maybe????) "around 1982" Gaudenz Müller, No .2 at Zumstein ' s and editor
of the Berner Briefmarkenzeitung, produced a tongue-in-cheek commentary in the
BBZ No .10, 1979 ; p .154) . He advocates propaganda for Swiss products on these
high value stamps' replacements (the Evangelists, by the way, served faithfully
and without errors, double transfers, imperfs . and what have you since 1961),
and he suggests that since most of these stamps are used on parcelsabroad, the
common theme should be such Swiss specialties as Swiss cheese (the stamp de-
picting it, for good measure and also to save paper, might have authentic holes
in it!), Swiss chocolate (how about chocolate-flavored gum on the back?), ma-
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chinery ; watches (how about a stamp in form of a watch, with movable hands??);
and chemical products . This last one got your editor to thinking . How would it
be if the PTT might produce a se-tenant sheet of 50 five franc stamps -- each
in a certified, specific, and different uniform die? Can you imagine the agony
of trying to find agate blue No . 153 .6F as the last one missing in a replated
sheet reconstruction? Actually, a much better solution to the whole problem of
issuing new high value denominations might be found in producing one value only
(5 Fr .) in triangular format, and relatively small in size . Two se-tenant items
could serve as a 10 Fr . stamp ; three as a 15 Fr . one ; and 4, 5, 6

	

as still
larger denominations . The stamp picture? A map of Switzerland (so that none of
the 26 cantons would be slighted) ; and with such an issue the long awaited
merging of the hobbies : philately and puzzle making, could be combined! What fun
it will be to reassemble all of Switzerland on your album page!! PLEASE -- NO!

In August a rare event occurred in Switzerland : stamp dealer Friedrich Sieber
celebrated his one hundredth birthday . Just as active as stamp designer Bickel,
sr ., Mr . Sieber was one of the first dealers in Switzerland who stocked and
sold pre-stamp covers, acquiring entire archives from village clerks who other-
wise might have burned or dumped their entire old files.

In this issue you will find an effort by your editor pro-tem -- soon to be re-
placed, by the way -- at a "city vignette" of his former home town, Basel . An
appeal goes out to AHPS members in Switzerland to "do their thing" and come up
with similar "vignettes" on their cities or towns for reproduction in TELL.
All should at least have minor ties with philately by locating stamp dealers on
maps, or giving information on weekly or monthly bourses .

	

--

	

Articles may be
submitted in English, German, or French . If necessary, they will be translated.

If you have any addenda to the excellent article on registration labels by
Walter Huber, then please forward such information either to him or to your editor.
An addendum to that article is planned, covering subdetails not mentioned in the
overview for the obvious reason of remaining concise and clear.

Stamp dealer Hans R . Schwarzenbach, Limmatquai 72, 8001 Zürich, announces that
he will start to publish, in 1980,a

	

German language bulletin, to be called
POSTGESCHICHTE (postal history) and that he will start auctions as well con -
cerning themselves mainly, if not exclusively, with postal history (i .e . : en-
tires) . Anyone interested in receiving a late fall pre-bulletin of that publi-
cation

	

is invited to request such a sample number from him . It is planned to
cover in detail Swiss postal rates .

	

First Day Cover collectors are advised by
this same gentleman that over 70 collectors have shown interest in founding a
Swiss FDC Society, and anyone who contacted him on that matter by now should
have received information pertaining to the founding of that philatelic group.

KUDOS, MANNA from readers : "I am writing from Switzerland to thank you for the
information you had in the TELL which arrived just before the start of my trip.
The Tourist	 Guide	 to	 Swiss	 Hotels has been most helpful to me . Such things make
TELL and AHPS very worthwhile . "	Alfred K. Walter, #1685.

"A recipe for onion pie in a philatelic magazine? Tsk, tsk -- COME NOW . . . but
good it was . Thanks ."

	

"Glutton"

	

(Name withheld by request)

"'have been a member of AHPS for quite a while -- quite inactive and with the
dubious honor of having been suspended once for non-payment of dues . . .an error
which I assure you was corrected in haste because I realized that l could not
be without TELL any more than going without food or drink!

	

All is well now and
I

		

am happy to receive my favorite publication on Swiss philately every month ."
Pierre H . Gauthier, #1519

"I enjoy the publication (TELL) more than any other l receive, and read it as
soon as it arrives .

	

Have all the issues since the first (I joined AHPS shortly

before the merger) and find l can go back and read articles that l didn't feel
meant much to me when first published .

	

Roger S.	 Hinze, #1148

Continued on page 248
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VISIT MY STORE WHEN OVERSEAS -- AND MORE . By Fred Pickard, British AHPS members.

I am certain that most of you have looked at the advertisement by Walter Abt of
Thun and just sighed, chance would be a fine thing! Being a resident of London,
however, meant a 2000 mile advantage over stateside members . A vacation to Spiez
on Lake Thun gave me the opportunity to take that chance.

Walter's store is above a typical street café and opposite the main post office.
My AHPS membership card soon had the lady in attendance in friendliest conversa -
tion . I had hoped that there might be some examples of the Grindelwald automatic
label stamp, A3, available ; but no luck in that respect.

Since Thun is but 20 minutes from Bern by train it will come as no surprise for
you to discover that my plans for a trip to the capital had already been made.
What follows is a step by step account of what this member did during that one
day

An early start was made by calling at the PTT's Philatelic Bureau in the
Parkterrasse, above the railway station . They open at 8 :30 . I picked up the six-card
set of Folk Customs with special cancellations for 15 francs . (Ask for item no.
753 from list No . 15/79 if you want to order them .) I then inquired about "
Probedrucke" (machine trial prints) and was promptly given three sheets of trials!

From here I went over to the main post office (a 5 min . walk) and obtained, from
the vending machine located in the corridor leading to the office, supplies of
the automatic ticket label stamps . I made up a number of mixed frankings on
cards and covers to post both there and at the PTT Museum.

After this a twenty minute walk took me across the Kirchenfeld bridge to "Mecca"
or the Swiss PTT Museum .

	

Need I say more?

	

It must certainly be the dream and
ambition of all collectors to make this trip and visit . I will skip any mention
of the architectural details and get straight to the point . The stamps and cov -
ers are the important things.

All the early material was there . Just how do you react to seeing for the first
time a complete sheet of 100 Geneva "large eagles, " the only sheet known to re-
main? Frame after frame of Zurich 4 and 6 on covers . A beautiful, reconstructed
sheet of Rayon Ills . And what a feast of mixed frankings on cover or piece! All
items of great rarity we normally only read about . A particularly nice piece was
a cover franked with Sitting Helvetias of 5+40+40+1Fr. denominations coupled
with two side by side 500 cts . postage dues .

	

All were canceled with a Basel box
cancel dated 20 April 1881.

You could spend the whole day just looking at the treasures in the firstfifty
frames . For me, though, the Standing Helvetia display of 468 sheets, housed in
frames 24 to 50, were outstanding . If you are not converted after gazing at
these, then nothing will ever get you to collecting them .

	

Edmund Walton's ar -
ticle series in TELL proved useful run-up reading . The whole display is set out
per Zumstein numbering . And all the varieties are there, together with items
from the PTT Archives, such as whole sheets of 400 as trials or color proofs.
What will remain with me was the sight of a large block of Z 94Aa, the deep
brown orange shade . THERE it was with various retouches on almost every other
stamp.

A surprise was to find in the display 18 sheets of perfins! They dated from
1862 to 1935 . Has our editor been hustling them over there into getting this
added to their collection? [Ed .note : NO ; but I am delighted to hear of that!!]

Among the "back of the book" material there was an enlightening display of Rail-
way Stamps, complete with write-up in English!

	

This helps considerably . I had
not known the precise use of these stamps and was interested to find out that
they had been used on bills of lading, to indicate payment . They remained in
use until 1960 .
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If Hotel Posts are your interest then surely sight of a Postal Stationery card,
type no . 1, with circular example of the Hotel Beau Sejour au Lac canceled 13.
XII . 72 must rank high amongst those items in that area of interest.

But I had to stop . They close the Museum for lunch at noon . It is best to walk
back across the Kirchenfeld bridge and turn left into the Kochergasse . A very

reasonable lunch can be had for around 9 Frs . at the Stadtrestaurant Zur Münz
which adjoins the Hotel Bellevue Palace . Ask for the business man's lunch No.1.

The afternoon was set aside for store visits . First I called on Auf der Maur in
the Aarbergergasse and once again I used my AHPS card as introduction . Continu -
ing my search for cards I found a nice copy of card no . 14 with a Geneva "tab "

cancel . Another good find was a Pro Juventute card with the airmail 10 cts.
stamp (#37) from the commemorative 1944 issue, complete with FDC.

From here it is only a minute's walk to Zumsteins . They were most helpful and
'soon produced five long boxes full of cards all listed by number . Just how long
I was there I will not tell you but suffice to say that they took all my money!
I found items that in England almost do not exist in dealers ' stocks ; or if
they do they are asking ridiculous prices .

	

Ambulant cancels are abundant.
Cards with additional postage paid by adhesives to various destinations alter -

nated with cards used for " Nachnahme " (COD) purposes . Then there was one to
South Africa, dated 1912, with a curious two line phrase of "Postcards to this
address cannot be forwarded ;" and now of course I own a real puzzler . Then
there was a fascinating 1904 card with the extra 10 cts . for registration inland
and the handstamp of the Royal Swedish and Norwegian Embassy . Also plenty of

cards with "Razor Blade" cancels . Or how about a copy of card no .129, the 10

cts . violet, with an extra 10 cts . stamp, posted to Brussels in 1941 and covered
with German censor marks of all types and colors? And lastly a 1900 UPU 10 cts
card from Brassus VD to Rio de Janeiro, sent on December 22, 1900 and arrival-
stamped 15 Jan . 1901, which seems very fast to me.

No -- I did not buy up the entire stock . My money ran out so fast that there
are still plenty of items left for the next few fellows passing through.

As I said at the start : this is really a step by step account of one member's
trip to Bern and thereabouts .

	

If any of the information helps others then that
is just fine .

	

And should any member feel inclined to ask for any questions or
assistance, then I shall be only too glad to try and answer their queries.

THE REVENUE CORNER : KURTAXE FOLLOW-UP, By Robert Hürlimann.

Reprinted from the American Revenuer, Oct . 1976, page 269.

Some queries appeared in this magazine [A .R . ; ed .] regarding
the Kurtaxe stamps of Oberaegeri, ostensibly municipal tax
stamps of Switzerland . Intrigued by the queries, I posed the
question to the municipal office of that town . The answer
from its tourist office [Verkehrsbureau] was as follows:

The stamps in question are old receipts of the Tourist Asso -
ciation for lodging taxes . This are in no way municipal (lo-
cal) government issues . The owners of hotels and lodgings
formerly bought these stamps for cash from the Tourist Of-

fice and used them to stick on receipts . Today, only the Fr .0 .80 and 5 .60 are in
use, and only one Kurhaus is in need of these stamps in Oberaegeri.

We have here the same old question and problem, often repeated, as to whether a
stamp is a fiscal or not . . .whether it is a stamp of a private society or not, or
a municipal or governmental issue . Most lodging taxes are raised by tourist as -
sociations comprising the local hotels, and the taxes are used for publicity and
tourism development . Kurtaxe stamps therefore cannot be considered revenues . They
were issued by a private organization without government ties .
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THE FIRST 1980 CATALOGUES ARE HERE . (REVIEWED IN ORDER OF ARRIVAL)

HELVETIA; SWISS-LIECHTENSTEIN POCKET CATALOGUE OF THE SWISS STAMP DEALERS ' ASSO-

CIATION ; DISTRIBUTED BY AUF DER MAUR STAMPS, BERN, PRICE FR .8 .50 PLUS POSTAGE.

Available in the USA for $6 ., postpaid, from AufderMaur Stamps Ltd ., POB 553,
Westminster CA 92683.

This is not a "new" catalogue . For years, the Swiss Stamp Dealers' Association
has issued such an annual, quasi net price book . The 1980 issue, however, de-
parts in major ways from previous years' numbers, such as:

All stamps are depicted in color, and colors are quite good whenever the stamps'
originals were printed on truly white paper . For many early stamps and stamps on
off-white or colored paper, colors seem to be too dark, or dull ; but as a whole
immediate identification is possible even for a stark beginner . The color repro -
ductions in most cases eliminate the need for color descriptions, and in their
place the stamps' pictures are identified . Liechtenstein (with a lot of inform -
ation on proofs, imperforates etc ., normally not found in a pocket catalogue),
UN Geneva, and Campione all are included, in color as well.

Enlarged black and white photos illustrate major plate varieties, watermarks and
such . Early stamps (through the Rayons) have a separate price column for stamps
on cover . Selectronic machine stamps are listed with an introductory paragraph,
and these items, for FDC, show uncanny price rises . Newly discovered Standing
Helvetia subnumbers (68A and 72C) are listed, albeit without price .

	

1979 book-
let pane singles and pairs are also listed, luckily as subnumbers only . Pricings
for Lemanex souvenir sheet tear-outs are strange and not realistic.

In the "Officials" pages a never issued, third type of service stamps of 1919
(round overprint) is set-priced (Fr . 1250) . Postage dues appear in simplified
listing -- even so a continued nightmare for most collectors! Postage dues' main
shades are shown, omitting, however, the 1883 blue-green .

	

That centering is not
one of the concerns of collectors in Switzerland, becomes evident from someillustrations!

Used blocks are priced from 1907 on -- with price applying to ONE central can -
cellation only, noting that several cancels reduce a used block's price a lot.

The catalogue is handy, very clear, and easily legible . A remark on an enclosed
order sheet discloses that net prices in Swiss francs are 10% under catalogue.

F .Ganz

ZUMSTEIN " LITTLE SWITZERLAND/LIECHTENSTEIN CATALOGUE' , BERN : ZUMSTEIN & CIE .;

AMERICAN REPRESENTATIVE : FRANK GEIGER & CO . (SEE ADS) . SFR, 3,50, $ 10 .95.

Last year the 1979 edition of the "Little Zumstein" was published with a major
departure from copies issued in previous years : all the Swiss issues (including
UN Geneva and Campione d'Italia) were printed in full color . That is a hard act
to follow with additional improvements ; but Zumstein & Cie . have made not one,
but three more major improvements in the 1980 edition . The change noticed
immediately is the light gray background of each page, and that really highlights
the illustrations of the stamps . In fact one can now tell at a glance (rather
than close scrutiny) whether a stamp is perforated or imperforate . Compare the
NABA souvenir sheet on p .177 of the 1979 edition with the same on p .185 of the
1980 issue . A most definite improvement! Secondly, all the Liechtenstein stamps
are now also illustrated in color, and that certainly brings that section to
life . The third improvement is a 17 page "re-addition" (omitted last year) which
lists all Swiss and Liechtenstein stamps and gives their catalogue number ac-
cording to Zumstein, Michel, Stanley Gibbons, Scott, and Yvert, which is VERY
handy to have bound in the catalogue . I wonder what improvements are left for
the 1981 edition . There can't be many more, except perhaps a non-glare gray pa-
per . Price changes on the 392 pages? Experience them for yourself!

	

R .T .Clarke
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NEWS, TRIVIA, VARIA, TIDBITS FROM THE EDITOR PRO-TEM ' S BINS„ . . ., CONTINUED

Giorgio Migliavacca, POB 42, 27100 PAVIA (Italy) advises that he has for sale
two different flight covers with an Italian, special cancellation in honor of
the Swiss 1979 Day of Aerophilately . These Italian "Helvetica " were struck on
mail flown from Milano to Chur and Samedan (one of the two legs of the flight
had to be canceled, though, because of fog) . All covers were backstamped in the
two Swiss arrival towns, in one of them with the Swiss Day of Aerophilately
special postmark . Price for each cover is 2000 Lire , from the above address.
Please check on current exchange rates before mailing your order.

Tom Kendall, the columnist for errors and plate flaws, advises that because of
an extremely heavy workload (he writes auction catalogues, among other things)
he simply cannot find the time to continue his article series . Is there anyone

in A .H .P .S . who can and wants to take over

	

The column was very successful.

The SUN PHILATELIC CENTER, INC ., 1 Sutter Str ., 4 705, San Francisco CA 94104,
announces production of a clear plastic protector for Scott country and speci -

alty albums (those with square holes) . A batch of 50 sells for $12 .50, but be-

fore Dec . 31, A .H .P .S . members get a 10% discount . We have not received an
answer, however, on WHAT type of plastic has been used, and before knowing exact-

ly what's in those protectors at least your editor will not order . Too much
damage has been done to good stamps by certain plastics . One very good feature,
though : the protectors are open on one side only . Thus they either keep out all
dust, or prevent anything from falling out at the bottom!

And here is the approximate translation of the delightful letter received from
the GD-PTT in Bern, Stamp Production Division, advising of the special gift to
A . H . P .S . members:

In reply to your letter we wish to advise you that we are indeed pleased to
support your (A .H .P .S .) philatelic activities and to accede to your wishes . We
shall dispatch the special trial print folders as soon as they are assembled .
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A REPORT OF A .H .P .S . AT SEPAD '79

Harlan Stone

The second national AHPS convention attracted at least
28 members to SEPAD in Philadelphia on Oct . 5-7, including

President Bob Zeigler who drove all the way from Illinois . But Walter
Abt of Thun, Switzerland, used an airplane to come the farthest.

The AHPS meeting featured a slide show of Swiss postal
stationery, produced by the Swiss Postal Stationery Society, and
translated and narrated by Felix Ganz . For some, the highlight of
the meeting turned out to be an impromptu auction of a NABA sheet
on cover, offered by a visiting woman who claimed no dealer on
the SEPAD floor would give her more than $150 . Auctioneer Zeigler
worked the bids from an opening of $200 up to $400 -- a very sat-
isfactory price for the woman, a bargain for the AHPS member whose
bid prevailed, and a bonus for the AHPS treasury, since it took
in 10 per cent of the bid as a commission.

A special cacheted envelope showing an Americanized
Standing Helvetia went through the U .S . postal station at SEPAD
to each AHPS member by late Friday . This was quite a feat since
the box of envelopes did not arrive from the printer in Texas via
Bob Clarke until that morning, courtesy of U .S . Postal Service ex-
press delivery . Three AHPS members -- Cliff Slaybaugh, Bill Aretz
and Burns Speer -- spent most of the afternoon in the AHPS booth
stuffing and licking.

Another surprise was the presence of the designer of
the cachet, 15-year-old Urs Lang, a Thun schoolboy who works part-
time in Walter Abt's stamp store . Walter brought him to the U .S.
for a two-week trip during his school vacation . Although Urs could
speak no English, sign language made him understand the AHPS need
for a proper sign over the booth, which he quickly created.

Seven of the 13 AHPS members who entered exhibits won
awards from SEPAD, the Postal History Society, AHPS and/or other
organizations . The results appear elsewhere in this issue of Tell.

Besides those already mentioned, the following signed in
at the booths Stone, Martin, Bernard, Durham, Jaudere, Eggen,
Baker, Seerveld, Watson, Haley, Diamond, Young, Beaber, Lawson,
DeLardi, Pinzka, Imitt, Jewell, Hochuli, Symes, Stauffer and Seltzer.

Harlan Stone
Convention Coordinator

SEPAD "DEBRIS,"
Every member should have received, by the time this issue reaches you, the spe -
cial envelope displaying Urs Lang's AHPS signet and canceled at SEPAD . In case
yours was mangled or ripped by the USPS a FEW extras were made . They can be had
for 40ç in stamps from your editor pro tem . Likewise, a few unused AHPS enve-
lopes remain . You can order TWO of them for 50c in stamps . First come, first . .!
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POSTSCRIPT TO THE STANDING HELVETIA ARTICLE SERIES IN "TELL," By Edmund C .Walton

A few weeks ago I received a letter from Dave Beaber in which he mentioned an ar -
ticle which he has written for the Northeastern	 Philatelist (cf . October TELL).
It caused me to review what l had written, and I was dismayed to discover a ser -
ious error in certain dimensions, which are quoted in June TELL, on page 131 . I
am at fault here ; but how l came to give those dimensions I do not understand . In
the article l stated:

In the reprints the separation is 4 .5 mm while on proofs it is 5 .5 mm, to
allow enough space for perforation.

These measurements are incorrect, being much too large . Accordingly I offer the
following correction for publication:

In view of a rather obvious error in the dimensions given for clichee separation
in the Girardet printings and the subsequent reprints, l have made several addi -
tional measurements . For this purpose l used a X7 Measuring Magnifier with a me -
tric scale, with intervals between adjacent line centers 0 .1 mm apart.

Results are as follows:
40c Paris Proof (reprint) . 9 pairs, all different colors;

Average space 2 .5 mm . Range 2 .2 to 2 .9 mm;

25c Paris Proof (reprint) . 8 pairs, all different colors;
Average space 2 .3 mm ; Range 2 .2 to 2 .5 mm;

40c Type l proof (black) ; block of four ; space : 2 .8 mm;

20c proof (black), block of four ; space 2 .8 mm;

25c Girardet essay (blue) not accepted design ; from photocopy of sheet of 100;
Average space 2 .5 mm;

40c Type II, mint block : upper pair space 2 .6 mm ; lower pair space 2 .4 mm;

40c Type II, used pair : space 2 .5 mm;

25c Type II, mint block of six ; upper row spaces : 2 .8, 2 .7 mm,
lower row spaces : 2 .9, 2 .8 mm;
average space : 2 .8 mm.

Conclusions : there are quite significant variations in the spaces between cli-
chees on the plates used for the production of the postally issued 25c and 40c
(Type II) stamps, and similar variations exist in the plates used for the pro -
duction of the reprints, known as Paris Proofs (or reprints) . There appears to
be a tendency toward narrower spacing in the reprints although the difference is
small -- generally about 0 .2 to 0 .3 mm.

The hypothesis that the space between clichees of the Paris Proofs is smaller
than that on official proofs and issued stamps, is not proven.

In order to get the best out of this silly error l invite other collectors of
this issue to advise me of their stamps' clichee distance measurements since my
range and amount of material available is somewhat limited.

A WORD FROM THE A .H .P .S . SALES CIRCUIT MANAGER -- Howard C . Riemann TI

On September 22, 63 members had returned participation forms . But only 6 members
have submitted 16 circuit books for sale . Offerings in these range from pre-
stamp covers to soldiers issues -- so far too broad to make specialized circu -
its . Therefore an appeal goes out to all A . H . P .S . members to PLEASE send in
books with their duplicates for sale . The first sales circuits are going out by
mid-October, nevertheless .

	

Sales books are available in three forms, for the
price of three for one dollar . Remember that junk will not sell .
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BASEL -- SWITZERLAND'S SECOND CITY . By Felix Ganz
First in a series of geographic vignettes.

Where the Rhine River turns north at an almost right angle, once upon a time lay
the Rauracian settlement of Robur .

	

Centuries, if not millennia later, the
Romans built a fortress city, Augusta Rauracorum, about eight miles upstream, but
recognized Robur's strategic importance by locating a fortified outpost, Basilia

there .

	

After the Romans' retreat, the Alamans, the Franconians, the Lotharingi -

ans, the Burgundians (from 912) and the Germans (from 1006) successively con-
trolled the growing town and its strategic passage, with bridge, across the
Rhine .

	

German emperor Henry II helped rebuild the city after it had been sacked
by the Huns, and the town's principal church, the minster (which later became a
cathedral when Basel became a bishopric) owes its beginnings to that emperor.

But the town's merchants organized themselves into guilds as early as the thir -

teenth century and eventually established a lay government, receiving the
privilege of a free city of the Holy Roman Empire of German Tongue in the fourteenth
century . -- In 1356 a violent earthquake devastated the then already prominent
city, and with it practically all early records . But again the city was rebuilt,
bigger and better, and protected by a massive wall and towers of which parts re-
main today (map; circled A,B,C ; C2).

Basel and her rural territories, but not those of the bishop, allied themselves
with the ancient eight republics of Switzerland (Uri, Nid- and Obwalden, Schwyz,
Luzern, Bern, Zürich, Glarus, Zug) and their other allies by the end of the four-
teenth century, weathered a threat of Burgundian occupation in 1444 (Battle of
St . Jacob (map: m) and joined the Swiss Alliance in 1501 .

	

Oecolompadius organ -
ized and brought about the by now rich city's transition to protestantism, in
1528, forcing the bishop (followed by most noble families) to leave and to re-
establish himself in Porrentruy, in the Jura mountain parts of his domain, and
later in Solothurn.

Basel always tried to stay neutral in times of war, acting as a mediator . After
the Thirty Years' War her then burgomaster, Johann 	 Rudolf	 Wettstein (pictured

on the IMABA stamps of 1948) was able to secure, for all the Swiss territories,
and in permanence, complete independence from Germany as well as a non-aggres -
sion guarantee by all major powers, in return for a pledge of eternal neutral -

ity.

Basel, as early as the mid-fifteenth century became an important trade center
which is reflected to this day by the annual, national and international trade
fairs (Mustermesse) and congresses as well as by the remnants of the early fall
fairs -- nowadays more or less a two-week late fall festival (d'Mäss) . Ship
traffic on the upper Rhine ends near Basel, and her harbors (see 40 cts . value
of 1949 "trade and technique" set) act as the principal food and commodities
import point, as well as transboarding place from ship to rail, for all of
Switzerland.

Scientists and humanists, homegrown and imported (the story goes that the clever
sons of the town's important families produced silk goods and ribbons, and only
the dumbest was allowed to become professor at the university!!) added to Basel's
fame as a cultural center (the university was founded in 1460), and today Basel
is renowned for the rich treasures in her twenty or so museums, for one of the
most beautiful zoological gardens in Europe, and for dozens of first class res -
taurants as well as specialty stores . Main industry today consists of chemical
plants (drugs and diestuffs, the latter having developed as a by-product of the
city's former importance as a center for silk and fabric production), and most
world renowned concerns (Ciba-Geigy, Roche, Sandoz, and others) started in the
" city at the knee of the Rhine ."

In 1833 the canton's rebellious farmers, feeling treated like second class citi-
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zens, were granted separate cantonal rights, and the city half-canton's
territories shrank to a minuscule 13½ square miles, the smallest of all Swiss can-

tons, reducing the city's importance quite radically for several decades.
Zürich grew more quickly in the 19th century and replaced Basel, by about 1870,
as Switzerland's largest city .

	

Basel today numbers about 200,000 inhabitants;
greater Basel, overflowing into both France and Germany, about 425,000.

The first railroad on Swiss territory came to Basel from France in 1844, and in
the early twentieth century Basel pioneered as an aviation center, especially
for night mail flights . Today the city is a partially historic and partially
supermodern border town where almost everyone speaks German and French in ad -
dition to the local Basel dialect, a tongue more closely related to Alsatian and
Baden/Württembergian than to the dialects of the rest of Switzerland.

A visitor to the city will find plenty to do . There may not be very much night
life, but there is a daily fruit and vegetable market in front of the ancient
City Hall (a) . The view from the "Pfalz, " behind the cathedral (x), and high
above the Rhine, is stunning .

	

Old squares and streets with well kept houses
that display banks of geraniums and petunias at every window can be strolled
through without much fear from motorized vehicles (which are best parked some-
where else since the city center is an automobilist's nightmare)

	

Three old-
fashioned, open ferries (F,G,H) on cables still transport passengers across the
river although five bridges now connect Basel's two halves as well .

	

The city's
airport is located in France, and its railway stations (Swiss, French, German,
as well as some suburban ones) provide direct access to all major points in
northern and western Europe.

For philatelists there are thirty, plus, post offices (PTT on map) where to
buy new issues, including one of those gummed do-it-yourself stamp ticket ma-
chines outside Basel 1 in the center of town .

	

And near the Swiss railway sta -
tion (SBB) there is a philatelic agency office (PH) as well.

The appended, current map of Basel's central district may serve as a guide to
a casual visitor even though it was distributed by the university, thus showing
all academic institutions as well as other places .

	

Only those numbers on the
map that relate to places of general interest are mentioned in the accompanying
guide.

Believe me : you'll enjoy Basel . The average tourist has not yet discovered it
even though the annual 	 winter	 carnival (starting AFTER lent has begun) is a
solid three days long and is one of the most famous in all of Europe .
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STAMPS CONCERNING BASEL (Zumstein numbers):
8: Dove; 281: Wettstein ; 305: Harbor; 318 Rhine
Navigation ; 331: Bi-Millenium; 352: University;
363: St.Paul's; 440: Industries Fair ; 460 Rhine
Navigation ; 464 : Gymnaestrada ; 493: Naba; 535:
Cathedral Portal ; 557: Statue on Rhine bridge;
601: Vogel Gryff ; 614: C.G.Jung; 615: A.Piccard;
620: Airport. Airmail : Precursor lI;1: flight
Basel-Frankfurt ; Pro	 Juventute : 25: Arms; 92:
Costume ; 101: Riggenbach; 121: Burckhardt; 168:
Euler ; Pro Patria : 25: Cathedral; 146 . 158;
WIII : 22/23 ; 29-31 ; 44-45 ; 46-50 ; Officials:
11, 72; IV, 91 ;

	

V,36 ;

	

VI,13 ;	 VII, 8 ; 	 VIII, 5 .
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SWITZERLAND : A PANORAMA OF ITS POSTAL HISTORY AND STAMPS : 6, Serialization,for
TELL, of the A .H .P .S . Slide Show (available through APS), by Ha

	

t F . Stone.

STRUBEL STAMPS

In 1854 , Switzerland
began to issue stamps
in a new design cal-
led "Strubels" by the
people, after Strbel-
Peter, a boy with
mussed hair in a well
known children's book

of the period, popular in all German speaking
countries . Less charitable critics of the
period called Mother Helvetia "Tätschgrind, "

or having a flattened or conked-in head!

	

Surrounding the allegorical figure of
Helvetia is the value of each stamp in German, French, and Italian -- the count -

ry's three official international languages .

	

Different colored silk threads
were imbedded in the paper as a safeguard against counterfeiting . Shown here are
the Strubel denominations of 10 and 5 cts ., at right, and part of a letter's
mixed franking in form of a Rayon and a Strubel stamp -- a combination possible
only for two weeks! (left)

When the Swiss Federal Mint in Bern at last was equipped to print stamps, in
late 1854, it took over production of the Strubel issue from a printer in Munich
(Germany) .

	

Identifying the different Munich and Bern printings and papers al-
ways has given collectors considerable difficulty.

SITTING HELVETIA STAMPS

In 1862 the first in a series known as the Sitting Helvetia stamps
appeared .

	

This issue is notable for several reasons .

	

The Latin
name "HELVETIA" replaced the cumbersome use of German, French, and
Italian on each stamp .

	

This issue also is the first one in Switz -

erland with perforations .

	

As a protection against forgery, the
postal authorities also ordered that a control mark, showing the
Swiss cross in a double oval, be impressed into the paper.

The last stamps in this series appeared in 1881 on a safety paper
known as granite paper . It contains a great amount of red and blue

silk fibers . Proofs of this

issue exist in considerable
profusion -- imperforate and
perforated ; with and without
control mark ; etc.

MIXED FRANKING COVER

Because of overlapping dates
of postal validity, it is
possible to find early Swiss
covers with mixed frankin g s

of stamps from different is-
sues .

	

In the example shown
at left, the writer affixed
a blue 10 centimes stamp from

from the Sitting Helvetia is-
sue and a green 40 cts . stamp
from the earlier Strubel is-
sue . Since the first Sitting

Helvetia stamps appeared on October l, 1362, and the Strubel stamps were valid
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for postage: until . July 31, 1863, '
this type of mixed franking was
possible for about ten months.

a post office.

The cover front shown here bears, in the up p er right corner, a stamp issued by
the Hotel Rigi-Scheideck .

	

The two Sitting Helvetia stamps, with perforations
removed (!), paid the postage from the nearest post office to the letter's des -
tination .

	

With the extension of the railway lines and federal postal services
in the 1880s, the need for hotel post stamps disappeared, and their use was
actually prohibited by the Swiss Postal Administration .

TICINO OVAL POSTMARKS

During the second half
of the nineteenth cen -
tury, small towns in
the southern Swiss can-
ton of Ticino and in
the neighboring south -
ernmost part of Kanton
Graubünden (Grisons)--
all in the same federal
eleventh postal dist -
rict, used a
distinctive oval (dateless)
postmark containing the
Swiss federal cross
surrounded by a burst
of rays .

	

This postmark
is commonly known as
the "Ticino Oval ." The
cover at left bears two
of these postmarks in

the upper corners, for the small towns of Cavigliano and Russo (as well as a
dated transit mark from Locarno and an official "corner card" from the local
government at the village of Comologno .)

"CROSS AND NUMERAL" AND "STANDING HELVETIA" STAMPS

In 1882 a new issue of stamps appeared, marking anotherinno
vation by the postal authorities : two designs in the same
series! The low denominations show a cross and numeral de-
sign while the higher values depict the "Standing Helvetia ."
Because the stamps of this issue remained in use until 1924,
they include a wealth of printing varieties . In total there
are three basic types for the Cross and Numeral, and eleven basic types of the
Standing Helvetia, reflecting the various combinations of perforations used,
control and/or watermarks (Switzerland's only one), and white and granite papers.

HOTEL POST STAMPS

During the 1860s and 1870s, many
hotels high in the Swiss Alps re -
mained beyond the reach of the
railway and postal systems . Enter
prising proprietors at several
hotels began to print mailingla-
bels to sell to their guests.
With one of these stamps, a guest
could pay a hotel to send an em -
ployee down the mountain withhis
letter, to the nearest town with



Dear Members,
It was a pleasure to meet those members who were able to attend

SEPAD in Philadelphia. It was a great show and convention and well
worth the trip.

I would also like to report that approximately 25% of the lots
in Auction #37 were sold to Swiss collectors and dealers residing
in Switzerland . This has never happened before and I feel that it
is worth mentioning.

Also notice the number of expertized items that appear below.
It is important to know that you are buying with confidence and that
you as the buyer should not have to get stuck with forgeries or have
the burden to prove otherwise . This also represents a savings of
$5.00-$10 .00 in expertization and postage fees which will be absorbed
by the AHPS Auction.

Best of luck to all in Auction #39 . For this auction 1 Sfr = .62¢
The closing date will be January 10, 1980.
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THE CANCELLATIONS AND POSTMARKS OF SWITZERLAND AND LIECHTENSTEIN ; PART 76,

MACHINE CANCELLATIONS, IV . By Felix Ganz, with valuable help item M .Rutherfoord
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From the above, many machine cancellation collectors select only one or two
groups, or specialize in a small segment of one subcategory, such as "Soccer"
within Group 4 .5, or " Canton of Zürich" in Group 3, or in all groups ; or a col-
lector might concentrate on all machine cancellations used in Winterthur, or in
Lausanne, or in Bellinzona, from their inception to the present .

	

For the gener -
al machine cancellations collector the crown's town name, year of use, or shape
of crown is of no importance whatsoever ; but he MUST always leave the two parts
of "crown" and "flag" together.

A machine cancellations collector, though, must be on the lookout for variations
within the same slogan . Some early slogans were hand cut, thus varying slightly,
or at times considerably, from town to town where they were used (Fig .86 - 39).

The variations may concern the size of lettering, the size of the frame, the
background, a differently drawn branch of a tree, and similar details.

In a few instances (Fig . 90 - 93) identical slogans, except for size, exist for
cities or towns (shown are Geneva 1 and Zürich 58 Airport) where Klüssendorf and

Flier machines are used simultaneously, or were used consecutively.

The old machine cancellation catalogues did not record such variations, but the
new one undoubtedly will, subsequently driving some prices way up, no doubt.

Tu be continued
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THE ASTUTE INVESTMENT BUYER . By Ernest A . Kehr, A .H .P .S . -- Reprinted from The

Philafax Flier (P .O .B .13331, Portland OR, 97213) with permission of the editor.

Anyone interested in the "investment" potentials of material being hawked in to-
day's market has a right to be confused and perplexed by advertising which urges
the purchase of this or that country's more recent issues . In half a century of
activity on the pure philatelic scene we discouraged buying with an eye on fu -
ture profits . But stampdom's trends have changed radically, and so we must con -
sider this deviation from avocational enjoyment.

It also is a fact of life that paper is being printed for the trade rather than
actual mail usage, and generally handled by professional merchandisers far from
the land(s) whose name is imprinted on the adhesives.

Those who have little or no personal philatelic experience are apt and likely to
be seduced by the planted ballyhoo only to learn later that they have been bil -
ked

The astute buyer will scrupulously question -- if not avoid -- what is planted
in print by the vested interests, and do his own investigative research before
plunging into purchases touted as "sure things . "

There just is no such thing as the ability to accurately predict future values
of material that has no track record . Those of us who have been around for a
generation or two easily can recite lists of any number of issues which, because
of clever publicity (and advertising), were gobbled up by the profit-minded gul -
lible as soon as "limited supplies" were offered . Once the insiders unloaded
their stock and facts were learned, going prices nose-dived, leaving the "in -
vestors" holding the financial bag . Even today, despite investment buying booms
and inflation, some of these pre-1945 items are selling for less than was asked
when they were put into the market!

And just because you read columns of "buy" advertisements week after week, don't
think that every mentioned item is hot and ought to be bought immediately before
values rise . Many such notices are only disguised deceptions to stimulate sales
of slow moving stocks.

We recall an incident at the old Herald	 Tribune when we sat in the Sunday edi-
torial seat . It was at the time interest in the first Israel issues developed
and speculation in them began .

	

One dealer involved in their promotion submitted
a large ad four days before it was to appear, offering to purchase "any number
of coin sets, desperately needed to satisfy demands ."

As it happened, the compositor who set the ad's copy was a collector who had out
aside some twenty complete sets obtained at face only two years earlier . Follow -
ing his mid-afternoon quitting time, he went home, picked up the sets and has -
tened to Herald Square, anxious to double his money . Showing them to the dealer,
he was bluntly told, "we have all we need, and are buying no more at this time ."
That was four days before the buy ad was to appear in print!

In looking for solid stamps that are most apt to hold their own over the years
with steady (but no spectacular, temporary) increments, the shrewd philatelist
uses a few rule-of-thumb yardsticks before coming to any final determination:

1. A postal administration should have a regular reputation of integrity --
the longer the better;

2. The country ought to have a high percentage of collectors and philate -
lists among its citizens, to enjoy national stamp popularity and not be
dependent upon export sales of new issues;

3. Designs ought to be confined to events and personalities directly related
to the nation and not be geared to extraneous subjects just because they

happen to have momentary, popular topical appeal ;
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4. Denominations ought to be related to actual postal rates rather than arbi -
trary amounts simply to make up complete, convenient set sales amounts;
5. Gimmicks

	

(gutter pairs, tabs, marginal inscriptions, sheetlets and the
like) -- unless they have a specific, philatelic significance or purpose--
primarily to sell more stamps than are philatelically needed to fill album
pages, should not be released.

Forgive us if we are prejudiced, but let us use Switzerland, as an example of that
with which we are concerned, as an example of the few remaining nations that
steadfastly practice postal-philatelic purity.

As New York governor and 1928 presidential candidate, Alfred F . Smith, often said,
" Let's look at the record ."

In the 136 years since the Swiss cantons of Zürich and Geneva became the second
and fourth territories in the world to introduce their own stamps, Swiss issues
never have been subject to manipulations or speculation ; a graph line shows
steady upward value movements with no serration to indicate ups and downs of de -
mand.

Because all new Swiss stamps and sets are distributed and sold in EVERY post of -
fice in the land, from largest city to smallest Alpine hamlet, roughly 80 to 85%
of all supplies are affixed to mail by the natives.

Face values of special and commemorative stamps have been restricted to those
that will prepay ordinary existing domestic and foreign rates ; definitives' val -
ues, for other rates (registration, parcel post, multiple-weight, special deli-
very, foreign airmail, etc .) have been issued only when absolutely necessary.
Values of more than 3½ francs were issued in 1961, still are in circulation, and
are not yet due for design changes!

The Swiss are proud of their nation's contribution to mankind's progress and have
enough subjects worthy of postal tribute so they don't have to go abroad for
stamp ideas and topics . They have never been known to capitalize on transiently
popular thematics or omnibus subjects . For example, as Olympics are staged around
the world, they could justify sports stamps because their teams have played major
roles in various contests . The only "Olympics" issued, however, have been those
for games actually held in Switzerland . They could have jumped on the Space band-
wagon because precise, delicate instruments were invented, developed and produced
in Switzerland and became part of electronics controls in craft before and since
Project Mercury.

Swiss stamps are planned a minimum of 18 months in advance of release to enable
top artists to create original distinctive designs, and printers to produce the
absolutely finest examples of the graphic arts . (One does not have to hunt for
"Helvetia" to identify its stamps ; none of them even remotely look like any oth -
ers .) We also might add that Swiss stamps are devoid of the freaks and errors so
common around the world today . Production and inspection are firstrate, and
should any misprint be infrequently made, it is caught and destroyed in the
printing plant, and not allowed to reach a post office .

With all this going for them, it is no wonder that Swiss stamps have stood up so
extremely well over the decades as philatelic favorites (and as superlative
examples of unfailing investment potentials .)

Switzerland enjoys a remarkably lucrative trade balance through its manufacture
of scientific instruments, heavy machinery, textiles, time pieces and, of course,
cheese and dairy products . It does not need to rely on stamp sales to keep franc
values high on the financial market . That is not to say that Bern is not aware
of philatelic sales income . The postal administration established a philatelic
bureau more than a half century ago (it was the one that gave Washington the idea
during the Harding administration!) .
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It was opened as a genuine SERVICE to collectors and dealers who wanted stamps
without having to pay the 10% Swiss professional suppliers normally charged for
new issues of the time, or who could not personally get them at a Swiss post of -
fice . It still is operated as such with one notable exception . Bern officials
felt that since mint stamps usually wind up in albums rather than on mail, pro-
fits were sufficient to pass savings on to their foreign clients . Accordingly,
they eliminated charges for postage when filling orders so the buyer pays only
face value.

Nor do the Swiss believe in peddling their stamps through commercial merchandis -
ers abroad . They regard stamps as government obligations (just like currency and
banknotes) so never either sell them a centime below face value, nor wholesale
canceled-to-order specimens at huge discounts to take advantage of collectors.

One final practice worthy of serious consideration is that of never specifying
quantities that will be released . They well know that this could very well spur
speculative buying as was the case with the UN souvenir sheet of 1955, to men -
tion but one .*

Officials estimate the number of special stamps to meet normal demand and order
that many when placing an order either with the PTT intaglio printing facility
in Bern, or with Courvoisier-Helio in La Chaux-de-Fonds . Only after supplies are
withdrawn from sale are actual figures released . And even when demand exceeds
the estimate, reprintings are taboo .

	

This was demonstrated in July, 1969 . To
commemorate the unexpected one-day visit of Pope Paul VI to the International
Labour Office in Geneva, Bern overprinted 3,726,000 copies of the 30 centime ILO
stamp of the official stamps set . Within days this low-value single (the first
ordinary provisional in 48 years) was completely sold out . More might have been
produced within days, but Bern resisted the temptation.

With this kind of postal/philatelic relationship, is it any wonder .collectors
around the world can have confidence in Swiss stamps? So, when looking for a
superb new field, would it not be astute to compare other lands' issues with
them?

`*Although the UNPA announced that 200,000 sheets would be issued, an additional
50,000 were reprinted when demands proved promising . In questioning former UNPA
head, Reidar Tvedt, why he contradicted the original announcement, he replied
he "but followed the announcements of the US Post Office Department . " He never
did realize that the USPOD's first announcements always stated "initial printing
will be . . . ."

	

A Scandinavian, he probably did not realize that "Initial
printing" allowed for increased production while "200,000 will be issued" represented
an implicit promise to collectors and prompted the larger-than-usual demands,
and also double-crossed original buyers .

April	1979)

C0MMATELIC FUN -- OR HOW TO COMPETE FOR TOURISTS,

	

By Walter Huber.

Once in a while a
letter carries an
amusing, involun-
tary bit of every-
day occurrence.
This one sure did!
Mailed by the S .F.
branch of the
Swiss Tourist Of-
fice in the U .S .,
it carries a nice

meter imprint with a slogan singing the praises of Switzerland as a tourist 's
mecca . And what did the USPO do? It overcanceled it by VISIT U .S .A . 1960 . Cute .
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INDEX TO THE HELVETIA HERALD (SWISS-AMERICAN STAMP SOCIETY), 1970 - 1974.

[The Swiss-American Stamp Society was one of the two predecessors of A.H.P.S.]
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AIRMAIL ESSAYS DISCOVERY,
The Berner Briefmarken Zeitung, No . 7/8, 1979, illus-
trates on its front page a recently discovered essay
for the overprint on the first two airmail stamps of
Switzerland . The left stamp bears the "Winged Propel -
ler" in a watery red, and its twin carries it in real
black . The accompanying article, by Max Hertsch, ex-
plains the reasons for these essays which were made
on the then cheapest available postage stamps, 2 1/2
and 3 cts . The essays probably remained in the hands of an heir of the pro -
ducer or the manufacturer of the overprinting dies from 1919 to early 1979!
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